Wine and cava festivals that you mustn’t miss

Each year in Catalonia there are more than 150 wine and food events. If you don’t know which one to choose, we’ve described some of the most outstanding ones here for you.

May
- Vougeot Wine Festival: www.catalunya.org
- Malvàsia World Festival: www.malvasia.org

June
- Top of the Vince Festival: www.tornos.cat
- Wine Tradition: www.webcatalunya.cat

July
- 11-12 June: Vins i Jazz festival: www.vinsigjazz.cat

September
- Beret Wines: www.beretvin.cat
- Rosselló Wine Festival: www.rossellowinefestival.cat
- Castell de Montgrí Wines: www.castelldeontaller.cat
- Cava & Wine: www.cavaparadise.cat

October
- Celler Mas Vicenç: www.cellermasvicens.com
- Ensiem de Vins: www.ensiemdevins.cat
- Vins de la Costa Brava: www.vinscostabrava.cat

November
- Vins dels Mossos: www.vinsdelossossos.cat

Wine tourism experiences

Modernist wineries

Real jewels of 20th-century modernism. Wine cellars, some designed by Gaudí or Dalí, such as Can Roca Vidreres, gave rise to a cooperative movement that you can discover during your visit.

Accessible Wine Tourism

Some wineries and underground cellars have adapted themselves and continue to evolve to make viticultural experiences accessible to all those who love the world of wine.

Sustainable wine tourism

A commitment to sustainability and the environment are some of the values expressed by the vineyards using organic, integrated or biodynamic methods. The wineries whose environmental evidence for wine tourism activities may offer.

Bike and wine

Ideas for cycling enthusiasts or for those who might want to acquire new experiences with wine and bicycles in a single day. Wine tourism experiences which combine both passions.

Premium wine tourism

Contemporary villas from a farmhouse, exclusive clubs, gourmet wine pairing... Catalonia has resorts who put at the disposal to ensure that you have an exquisite experience.

Cultural wine tourism

Institutes and museum organizations are offering wine tourism activities to those who know that wine culture a more than just tasting it. Activities for exploring integrating history in Catalonia.

Active wine tourism

Whether you are staying, a house-harvest or even in a small village, you can discover exclusive landscapes that have been turned over many years by the cultivation of vines, in different ways to get to know the history of unique wineries and their stories.

Experiences amongst the vines

Take part in the grape harvest, chew the grapes, prune the vines, taste wines at their vineyard, take part in sorting the vines, whatever the season, there are many ways to enjoy a delicious day.

Gastronomy

Catalan gastronomy is much more than simply eating well; it is a mark of distinction which the wineries demonstrate through incredible gastronomic experiences fusing the traditional and the avant-garde.
**Wine and Cava Designations of Origin**

**D.O. Alella**
- The wines of the Barcelona court
- Wine is one of the Mediterranean Sea. Alella boasts an exceptional winegrowing tradition that is yet to be fully appreciated. Its estates are located in the coastal areas of the comarca of Alella and cover thousands of hectares.

**D.O. Cava**
- The dream of Catalan sparkling wine
- In 1911, the legislator Carles Truyols del Barco, a representative of the county, proposed the creation of a Cava appellation.

**D.O. Costers del Segre**
- The beauty of inland areas
- This D.O. brings together an enigmatic combination of vines, land and seasons that work in harmony to produce unique wines.

**D.O. Montsant**
- Legacy and revelation
- At its heart, the Montsant winegrowing territory is dominated by the Priorat, a unique winegrowing region.

**D.O. Pla de Bages**
- A unique wine-growing heritage
- Bages is a unique winegrowing heritage as a result of its Mediterranean climate and the presence of a multitude of vine varieties.

**D.O. Terra Alta**
- Temple of white grenache
- Terra Alta is saddled with a reputation for reds and yet boasts some unique white wines.

**D.O. Catunya**
- The omnipresent wine
- Catalan wines are globally recognized, and one of them is the omnipresent Cataunya.

**D.O. Conca de Barberà**
- Heritage, modernism and trepat
- The Conca de Barberà is a region with a long tradition now enhanced by modern viticultural practices.

**D.O. Empordà**
- The Mediterranean, the Greeks and the Tramontane wind
- The Empordà is a territory with a rich history and a unique winegrowing heritage.

**D.O. Penedès**
- Historical benchmark of Catalan wine
- Penedès is one of the regions with a historical benchmark of Catalan wine.

**D.O. Priorat**
- Prestige and heroic winemaking
- Priorat is a region known for its prestigious wines.

**D.O. Costers del Segre**
- A unique winegrowing heritage
- Costers del Segre is a unique winegrowing region with a rich history.

**D.O. Pla de Bages**
- A unique winegrowing heritage
- Pla de Bages is a unique winegrowing region with a rich history.